A little frog was hopping down the road when he saw a cat. 

In a very loud voice the frog shouted, "WAKE UP! TELL ME, WHAT DO YOU EAT?"

The cat yawned and said, "I drink milk," and went back to sleep.

Very loudly the frog said, "OH, THAT'S NICE!" and hopped down the road.

Then the little frog met a dog. "DOG!" shouted the frog, "WHAT DO YOU EAT?"

"I eat meat," said the dog.

The frog shouted, "OH, THAT'S NICE!" and hopped down the road.

Then the frog met a cow munching on some grass. The big-mouth frog shouted, "COW, WHAT DO YOU EAT?"

"Can't you see?" said the cow. "I eat grass!"

Again, the frog shouted in its big voice, "OH! THAT'S NICE!" and hopped away.

Then the frog saw a big snake curled up on the road and shouted, "SNAKE! WHAT DO YOU EAT?"

The snake hissed, looked at the frog, and said, "I eat little frogs with big mouths!"

The frog hopped back, then whispered in a very small voice, "Oh... that's nice."

1. What did the dog eat?
   a. Vegetables
   b. Meat
   c. bones

2. What was the frog's question to all he met?
   a. What do you eat?
   b. How are you?
   c. Where do you live?

3. What did the cow eat?
   a. Grass
   b. Corn
   c. Milk

4. Choose the words in your dictionary
   road:
   loud:
   back:
   frog:
   shout:
   meat:

5. Write the verbs that you find in the text English and Spanish
6. In four lines write in Spanish what is about the text
7. Translate in Spanish
   He saw a cat----------
I drink milk-------------
The frog said----------
"Can't you see?"----------
I eat little frogs with big mouths----------